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Surgical Instrument Etching SystemsSurgical Instrument Etching Systems

The Ostling Etching System
is used in hospitals
throughout the world
to identify surgical
instruments for
traceability.

Ostling-Tykma
Marking Systems
is now offering budget
etching packages
especially for hospitals.
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Improve your infection control systemImprove your infection control system

Special Hospital Marking Packages

The hospital marking packs have everything you
will need to get started.

Why IN-HOUSE Marking Is Essential:
Improved infection control.

Identification of individual departments instruments.

Asset tracing (serial numbering is available).

Instrument Warrantee tracking.

Hospital instrument identification for repairs.

Avoiding casual staff confusion, especially specialty trays.

Reduce the change of litigation by patients.

Avoid mix-up of Doctor's custom and personal instruments.

Avoid expensive outsourcing of marking tasks.

Why IN-HOUSE Marking Is Essential:

LOW COST EASY TO USE SYSTEMS COMPACT
NO HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS FAST SETUP TIMES
HIGH QUALITY MARKINGS INDELIBLE PRINT
NO DEFORMATION, PITTING OR STRESS POINTS
INFECTION CONTROLLED MARKING EFFICIENT
Trust the World Leaders in Electrolytic Marking technology...

The hospital marking packs have everything you
will need to get started.

Two Etching Packages Available Tailored To Your Marking Needs!

Surgical Etching System - PACKAGE A -

With P-Touch PT-1500PC Stencil Printer
$995.99

Surgical Etching System - PACKAGE B -

Without PT-1500PC Stencil Printer
$795.99

COLOR TAPE

ENGRAVIN
GHarbors micro-organisms - Even

with regular replacement.

Fibers may detach during surgery.

Harbors micro-organisms.

Compromises instrument strength.

Leaves possible loose partic
les on part.
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Info Sheet
Permanent long life high quality stencils can be produced in our facilities for high demand marking. These

stencils can be manufactured to reproduce a wide variety of text and graphic images - including your own

company logos, with very detailed image quality. These stencils will typically allow for marking 3,000 to

5,000 parts or more!

We can also produce as little as one stencil to whatever quantity you may require. The cost of these

stencils is very small compared to the amount and type of marking these stencils are capable of.

Permanent stencils also can be customized and produced as part identification number or serial number

strips, mounted in a special sliding cover for marking unique characters and numbers for part traceability.
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Stencil Strip

Clear Cover

Open window

for marking area

Slitted opening

for sliding stencil

Example of Serial Numbering Stencil Strips

Stencil

Part to be Marked

Marking Head

The etching system marks by passing a low voltage

current (about 8V) through a specially coated mesh

screen stencil. The current is transferred through the

gaps (graphic area) in the stencil, using a harmless

electrolyte solution.

The image is then marked on the surface of the

part permanently in around 2-3 seconds. The illustration

shows the details of each part to make a proper mark.

Electrolyte-soaked felt is held in

place by fine net, and acts as a barrier between the

marking head and the stencil. This combination allows

enough current through to provide a sufficient electrical

flow for high-contrast, high-quality marking without

damaging the stencil or marking head.

Electrolyte

Example of Marking Process

P-Touch PT-1500PC Stencil Printer

PERMANENT STENCILS

Please contact us

for a quote on our

Permanent Stencils!!!

Please contact us

for a quote on our

Permanent Stencils!!!

We also supply a great

number of standard

marking heads for our

manual marking work

stations. We are able to

produce special marking

heads individually suited

to the requirements of

the product to be marked.
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The PT-1500PC computer label printer allows you to turn anything you create on your computer into a P-Touch label. No line

limitations, no style limitations, uses any TrueType® fonts. Simply type, insert, drag or drop items into place on your computer

screen then print them out onto short run easy to use stencils. It is easy to include logos, pictures, graphics or just plain text.

Also print up to 13 different bar code protocols.

The PT-1500PC uses tape cartridges, available in 18mm size, for a wide range of

in-house low cost stencils. Perfect for business applications, and industrial marking or

whatever your marking needs.

It is both Windows® and Mac® compatible, using a USB connection. Comes with

a "snap on" picture frame front for keeping it prominently displayed on your desk.

Includes label printer, USB cable, AC adapter, software, one 1/2" black on white

TZ tape, and one 18mm stencil cassette.

PACKAGE -A-
1. EU100 Marking System - Input voltage: 115 or 230 V, AC

Output voltage: 0 - 24 V (AC/DC)

Power: 100 VA

Dimensions: (H x W x D) 155 x 200 x 150 mm

2. 401H Marking Head: 15mmx25mm marking area

3. One Quart #70 Electrolyte solution for marking stainless steel parts

4. Felt and net for marking head

5. P-Touch PT-1500PC Stencil Printer and software for PC or MAC

PACKAGE -B-
1. Everything listed above except for the P-Touch Stencil Printer and

software.

2. Package comes with option of your own stencil producing system or

you can receive a custom quote from our stencil department for permanent

stencils - with your exact imaging requirements as well as serial strips.

EMERGENCY
DEPARTMENT

Part No. 123ABC


